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(54) Quality of service differentiation during congestion on an internal interface of a packet network

(57) In an embodiment, there is provided a method
for Quality of Service differentiation during congestion on
an internal interface of a packet network, said method
comprising the steps of, at a node of said network mul-
tiplexing traffic of different users for transmission over
said interface while determining a bit-rate per user for

said transmission over said interface:
- determining a user’s minimum bit-rate, per user or group
of users,
- reducing said bit-rate per user, while guarantying either
said user’s minimum bit-rate , or a portion of said user’s
minimum bit-rate, depending on congestion level.
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Description

[0001] The present invention generally relates to communication networks and systems, in particular (though not
limited to) mobile communication networks and systems.
[0002] Detailed descriptions of mobile communication networks and systems can be found in the literature, such as
in particular Technical Specifications published by standardisation bodies such as for example 3GPP (3rd Generation
Partnership Project).
[0003] Examples of packet mobile communication systems include 3G systems (such as for example UMTS) and their
evolutions such as HSDPA (High Speed Downlink Packet Access), or LTE (Long Term Evolution) also called 4G systems
or Evolved Packet System (EPS).
[0004] An example of architecture for a system such as for example UMTS is recalled in figure 1. The system comprises
a mobile network communicating with mobile stations or UEs (User Equipments) and with external networks (not spe-
cifically illustrated). The mobile network comprises a Radio Access Network (RAN) also called UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial
Radio Access Network), and a Core Network (CN). UTRAN comprises different network nodes such as Base Station
(also called Node B), and Radio Network Controller (RNC), and different network interfaces between these network
nodes, such as in particular lub-interface between Node B and RNC. A description of protocols on these interfaces can
be found in corresponding Technical Specifications published by 3GPP.
[0005] HSDPA introduces new protocols and procedures such as a HS-DSCH capacity allocation procedure, whereby
the Node B sends so-called credits to the RNC for each user data flow (also called MAC-d flow). The RNC multiplexes
different user data flows for transmission over lub interface, and determines the bit-rate to be transmitted over the lub
interface for each of these user data flows, taking into account various parameters including: amount of data received
for transmission over lub interface, credits received from the Node B, lub bandwidth...etc.
[0006] lub congestion may occur for various reasons, such as a high number of users and/or a high volume of data
to be transmitted for these users, such as for example when a number of connected but not active users simultaneously
become active again.
[0007] Quality of Service (QoS) is one of the most important issues in packet communication networks. There is a
need to provide Quality of Service (QoS) differentiation during congestion on an internal interface of a packet network
(such as congestion on lub interface in an UMTS/HSDPA network).
[0008] Embodiments of the present invention in particular address such needs.
[0009] These and other objects are achieved, in one aspect of the present invention, by a method for Quality of Service
differentiation during congestion on an internal interface of a packet network, said method comprising the steps of, at a
node of said network multiplexing traffic of different users for transmission over said interface while determining a bit-
rate per user for said transmission over said interface:

- determining a user’s minimum bit-rate, per user or group of users,
- reducing said bit-rate per user, while guarantying either said user’s minimum bit-rate, or a portion of said user’s

minimum bit-rate, depending on congestion level.

[0010] These and other objects are achieved, in other aspects of the present invention, by a network node configured
to carry out such Quality of Service differentiation during congestion. Examples of such network nodes include RNC
connected to Node B over lub-interface in an UMTS/HSDPA network, Serving Gateway S-GW connected to eNode B
over S1-interface in an LTE/EPS network, ...etc. An example of architecture for a system such as for example LTE/EPS,
taken from 3GPP specifications, is recalled in figure 2.
[0011] Some embodiments of apparatus and/or methods in accordance with embodiments of the present invention
are now described, by way of example only, and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 is intended to recall, in a simplified way, an example of architecture of a mobile system such as for example
UMTS,

- Figure 2 is intended to recall, in a simplified way, an example of architecture of a mobile system such as for example
LTE/EPS,

- Figure 3 is a first diagram intended to illustrate, in a simplified way, QoS differentiation during congestion, according
to an embodiment of the present invention,

- Figure 4 is a second diagram intended to illustrate, in a simplified way, QoS differentiation during congestion,
according to an embodiment of the present invention,

- Figure 5 is intended to illustrate, in a simplified way, a network node configured for carrying out QoS differentiation
during congestion, by way of example on lub interface, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0012] In the following, embodiments of the present invention will more particularly be described, by way of example,
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for the case of UMTS/HSDPA. However, embodiments of the present invention are not limited to such case, and would
also apply for example to LTE/EPS.
[0013] Possible solutions for QoS differentiation during congestion on an interface such as lub-interface in UMTS/HSD-
PA could include following solutions.
[0014] A possible solution would be to enable the network to allocate resources to users during IUB congestion (as
network capacity is limited) according to the user’s category (e.g. top priority, medium priority or low priority user).
[0015] However, such solution would only enable to differentiate 3 categories of users (e.g. top priority, medium priority
or low priority users). Some Telecom operators would like to offer a larger granularity of QoS Differentiation to their
subscribers.
[0016] Another possible solution would be to base user’s priority on Scheduling Priority Indicator (SPI) that is the result
of a combination of Allocation Retention Priority (ARP) and Traffic Handling Priority (THP) parameters (ARP and THP
corresponding to QoS parameters defined in 3G/UMTS).
[0017] However, SPI has only 16 possible values (from 0 to 15). Thus, such solution would only enable QoS Differ-
entiation with 16 minimum bit rate values. That is not enough for some Telecom operators.
[0018] A minimum bit-rate could be defined per user priority and, in case of congestion, the bit rate of Low priority
users could be reduced first till they get their minimum bit rate. If the congestion persists, the bit rate of Medium priority
users and then the High priority users could be reduced to their corresponding minimum bit-rates. In case of no congestion,
the High priority users’ throughput could be increased firstly, the Medium priority users’ throughput secondly and the
Low priority users’ throughput at last.
[0019] However such approach for QoS differentiation based on the respect of a minimum bit-rate is not satisfying,
and there is a need for another approach, enabling in particular better sharing of the effects of hard congestion between
users. In other words, drawbacks of such solution would include:

- Such solution would only offer QoS Differentiation with 16 minimum bit rate values. There is a need to provide a
larger granularity of QoS Differentiation (more than 16 categories).

- Such solution would not be satisfying for QoS differentiation based on the respect of a minimum bit-rate, and there
is a need for another approach, in particular enabling better sharing of the effects of hard congestion between users.

[0020] Embodiments of the present invention in particular enable to solve part or all of such problems or avoid part or
all of such drawbacks.
[0021] In an embodiment, a QoS differentiation management is provided, that will guarantee for all subscribers their
minimum bit rate (or a portion of said minimum bit-rate if not possible to guarantee said minimum bit-rate) as throughput
in case of traffic congestion at IUB level.
[0022] Figure 3 gives an overview of an embodiment of the present invention.
[0023] Two modules or algorithms are provided, as well as two modules or triggers that enable to perform the transition
between these two algorithms when needed:

- An algorithm referred to as OLS Algorithm (also noted OLS ALGO): This module may be used in case of moderate
congestion (e.g. ΣMinBrUsed < lub Bandwidth as will be more detailed later) to guarantee users’ minimum bit rate
MinBr. The throughput of all users is increased to their minimum bit rates. The remaining available lub bandwidth
can be redistributed to all users (no lub bandwidth loss), as a function of user’s category, e.g. top priority, medium
priority, or low priority user. An example of OLS algorithm is more detailed in Figure 5.

- An algorithm referred to hereinafter as MINBR Algorithm (also noted MINBR ALGO): This module may be used in
case of hard congestion (e.g. ΣMinBrUsed> lub Bandwidth as will be more detailed later). All users’ throughput may
be reduced proportionally to their minimum bit rates. An example of MINBR algorithm is more detailed in Figure 5.

- Criterion of transition from OLS to MINBR algorithm: This criterion may be used to trigger from OLS to MINBR
algorithm when a condition is fulfilled. An example of this criterion is more detailed in Figure 5.

- Criterion of transition from MINBR to OLS algorithm: This criterion may be used to trigger from MINBR to OLS
algorithm when a condition is fulfilled. An example of this criterion is more detailed in Figure 5.

[0024] Possible states are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

- In case of no congestion or in case of light congestion whereby none of the user data flows is limited at its minimum
bit-rate, telecom operators can choose between two options, by configuring OLS weight parameters:

• All users have the same bit rate (in this case, the OLS weight of all users should have the same value e.g.
OLSWeight(top priority) = OLSWeight(medium priority)=OLSWeight(low priority)=100%).

• The throughput of users can be increased according to their related OLS weight (e.g. as example, the OLS
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weight should be configured as follows: OLSWeight(top priority)=100%, OLSWeight(medium priority)=50%,
OLSWeight(low priority)=25%).

- In case of moderate congestion, OLS algorithm is triggered.
- In case of hard congestion, MINBR algorithm is triggered.

[0025] In the example illustrated in Figure 4, there are three users: UE1, UE2, UE3 having different user’s category
(e.g. top priority, medium priority, or low priority user). For example, UE1 is a low priority user, UE2 a medium priorityuser,
and UE1 a top priority user.
[0026] In the example illustrated in Figure 4:

- In case of no congestion or in case of light congestion (as illustrated in the left part of Figure 4), a maximum bit-rate
(noted OLS credits) allowed per user is computed by OLS algorithm: in the illustrated example, all users have the
same allowed maximum bit-rate.

- In case of moderate congestion (as illustrated in the middle part of Figure 4), each user’s bit-rate is reduced. A
maximum bit-rate allowed per user is determined as the highest of: a maximum bit-rate (OLS credits) allowed per
user as computed by OLS algorithm, and a guaranteed minimum bit-rate MinBr. For example the maximum bit-rate
allowed for UE1 and UE3 is the allowed maximum bit-rate as computed by OLS algorithm, whereas the maximum
bit-rate for UE2 is its guaranteed minimum bit-rate MinBr.

- In case of hard congestion (as illustrated in the right part of Figure 4), each user’s bit-rate is reduced to a portion of
its MinBr, this portion being computed by MINBR algorithm.

[0027] Figure 5 illustrates an embodiment applying more particularly to 3G technology. As already mentioned, em-
bodiments of the present could also apply to other technologies such as in particular LTE technology.
[0028] Different functions/modules may be provided, including:

- OLS ALGO: An example of algorithm implemented by this module is illustrated in Figure 5. This module enables to
manage QoS Differentiation in case of moderate congestion at IUB level. In case of moderate congestion, this
module reduces the bit rate of users according to their OLS priority (e.g. top priority, medium priority, low priority).

[0029] The OLS algorithm defines a user reference credit that basically is the low priority user credit (e.g. the maximum
throughput of a low priority UE).
[0030] The OLS algorithm monitors a virtual buffer on the IUB to recalculate the user credit reference (every 10ms).
[0031] The OLS budget enables to ensure the proportionality between the throughputs taken as a reference the
UserCredit as the budget for low prority users. The OLS budget computation (also called OLSBudgetPerUE) may be
done as follows:

UserCredit(t + 1)=UserCredit(t) + K’3(lubExpetedData - lub ReceivedData) with

 and OLS =[Top Pr iority,...,Medium Priority,..., Low Priority]

and 

where:

- lubExpectedData is the volume of data to be sent during the next 10ms. To avoid too fast or slow variation on the
IUB expected data, the lubExpectedData may be computed (using a parameter noted α) every 10 ms as follows: 

With:

Qos3lub is the available bandwidth.
lubVirtualBuffer is the volume of data buffered on the IUB.
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lubBufferTarget is the target level of the virtual buffer on the IUB. lubBufferTarget may be a percentage (noted
β) of the total lub bandwidth over 10ms (also called Th0). By default, it may be configured as follows: 

- lubReceivedData is the volume of data that has been received globally.
- OLSWeight is the weight to be applied for OLS budget computation according to users’ category (e.g. top priority,

medium priority, or low priority user). These values can be configured at operator level.

[0032] In order to guarantee the maximum throughput of each UE with the respect of its related minimum bite rate,
two modifications may have to done in this OLS management:

- The OLS weight for top priority, medium priority, low prority may be configured to 100% to disable QoS Differentiation
based on users’ priority (e.g. top priority, medium priority, low priority)

- The OLS UE budget calculation may be modified as follows: 

[0033] An embodiment such as the above-described embodiment enables to combine QoS Differentiation management
based on users’ category (e.g. top priority, medium priority, or low priority user) and QoS Differentiation management
based on the respect of users’ minimum bit rate.
[0034] It is noted that a defense case mechanism can be needed to avoid RLC retransmission when the maximum
throughput of an UE is too low.

- MINBR ALGO: This module enables to manage QoS Differentiation in case of hard congestion at IUB level. In case
of hard congestion, as the network capacity is limited, user’s minimum bit rate cannot be guaranteed: the throughput
of each user is proportionally reduced to each user’s minimum bit rate. For example, the telecom operator can
choose to configure each user’s minimum bit rate or he can define a group of minimum bit rate values related to a
group of users (for example by combining QoS parameters such as THP, ARP and Maximum Bit Rate MBR).

[0035] The MinBR User Reference Credit (or also MinBrCreditOver10ms) corresponds to a ratio to be applied to each
UE minimum bit rate in order to get its maximum throughput in case of IUB congestion.
[0036] MinBR User Reference Credit calculation may be as follows: 

[0037] Alternatively, MinBR User Reference Credit calculation may be as follows: 
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[0038] The MinBR budget is derived from MinBrCreditOver10ms. The MinBR budgets are computed to guarantee
users’ throughput proportionally to users’ minimum bit rate (also named Conf_MinBR(user)). The calculation is done
every 10ms as follows: 

[0039] In case of hard congestion, a defense case mechanism can be needed to avoid RLC retransmission when the
maximum throughput of an UE is too low.

- MinBrUsed Monitoring: The MinBrUsed parameter corresponds to the amount of data consumed by each UE
related to its minimum bit rate during 40ms. 40 ms is a configurable period value that may be recommended for the
MinBrUsed monitoring to avoid ping pong between OLS algorithm and MINBR algorithm.

[0040] Every 10ms, the system can evaluate and monitor this parameter in order to trigger MINBR algorithm from
OLS algorithm when needed. 

[0041] The criterion for the transition from OLS to MINBR algorithm can be performed every 10 ms, for example as
follows: 

- MinBrCredit Monitoring: The MinBrCredit parameter corresponds to a ratio to be applied to each UE (e.g. User
Equipment) minimum bit rate in order to proportionally guarantee each UE minimum bit rate in case of IUB congestion.
Every 10 ms, the system can evaluate and monitor this parameter in order to get out of MINBR algorithm and to
trigger OLS algorithm when needed.

[0042] The criterion for the transition from MINBR to OLS algorithm can be performed every 10ms, for example as
follows: 

[0043] Embodiments of the present invention enable, in particular:
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- To guarantee at IUB level that each UE has a maximum throughput that respects user’s minimum bit rate (or MinBr).
In case of hard congestion, the maximum throughput will be proportionally reduced to each UE minimum bit rate.

- To ensure that the IUB bandwidth is fully used.
- In case of no IUB congestion, each UE can have the same maximum throughput, according to the telecom operator’s

configuration.

[0044] Advantages of embodiments of the present invention include, in particular:

- Embodiments of the present invention can be applied to 3G or 4G technology.
- Embodiments of the present invention offer a larger granularity of QoS differentiation management.
- Embodiments of the present invention enable to combine QoS Differentiation management based on users’ category

(e.g. top priority, medium priority, or low priority user) and QoS Differentiation management based on the respect
of users’ minimum bit rate. Whatever the level of congestion, there is a QoS mechanism that regulates the traffic
for all services; it is either based on throughput differentiation or MinBr differentiation, depending on the level of
congestion.

- Embodiments of the present invention offer another approach for QoS differentiation based on the respect of a
minimum bit-rate, in particular enabling better sharing of the effects of hard congestion between users.

[0045] In one aspect, there is provided a method for Quality of Service differentiation during congestion on an interface
of a packet network.
[0046] Various embodiments are provided, which may be taken alone or in combination, according to various combi-
nations.
[0047] In an embodiment, said method comprises the steps of, at a node of said network multiplexing traffic of different
users for transmission over said interface while determining a bit-rate per user for said transmission over said interface:

- determining a user’s minimum bit-rate, per user or group of users,
- reducing said bit-rate per user, while guarantying either said user’s minimum bit-rate, or a portion of said user’s

minimum bit-rate, depending on congestion level.

[0048] In an embodiment:

- said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate increases, respectively decreases, when said congestion level decreases,
respectively increases.

[0049] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- determining said user’s minimum bit-rate, using at least one parameter identifying said user or said user’s traffic,
and a pre-defined association between said at least one parameter and said user’s minimum bit-rate.

[0050] In an embodiment:

- said at least one parameter includes at least one QoS parameter assigned for said user’s traffic.

[0051] In an embodiment:

- said at least one parameter corresponds to a combination of QoS parameters including Allocation Retention Priority
ARP, Traffic Handling Priority THP, Maximum Bit Rate MBR.

[0052] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- determining said user’s minimum bit-rate, by retrieving said user’s minimum bit-rate or information enabling to derive
said user’s minimum bit-rate, configured in said network node.

[0053] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- in case of moderate congestion level whereby said user’s minimum bit-rate can be guaranteed, determining a
maximum bit-rate allowed per user, by distributing, between said different users, a remaining available bandwidth
not used for transmission of guaranteed users’ minimum bit-rates.
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[0054] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- in case of moderate congestion level whereby said minimum bit-rate per user can be guaranteed, implementing an
algorithm for determining a maximum bit-rate allowed per user as a function of congestion level, and determining
a maximum bit-rate allowed per user as the highest of:

• said user’s minimum bit-rate,
• a maximum bit-rate determined by implementing said algorithm.

[0055] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- said algorithm determining said maximum bit-rate allowed per user, according to user category e.g. top priority,
medium priority, or low priority user.

[0056] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- in case of hard congestion level whereby said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate can be guaranteed, imple-
menting an algorithm for determining said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate, as a function of congestion level.

[0057] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- determining said congestion level by monitoring an amount of data buffered in a buffer, referred to as virtual buffer,
representing an amount of traffic buffered on said interface.

[0058] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- monitoring an amount of data buffered in said virtual buffer by comparing an amount of data received for transmission
over said interface, to an amount of data expected to be sent over said interface, said amount of data expected to
be sent being determined taking into account an available bandwidth for said transmission over said interface as
well as a target for said amount of data buffered in said virtual buffer.

[0059] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- while implementing said algorithm, determining if a condition is fulfilled for implementing, instead, an algorithm for
determining said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate in case of hard congestion level whereby said portion of
said user’s minimum bit-rate can be guaranteed.

[0060] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- while implementing said algorithm, determining if a condition is fulfilled for implementing, instead, an algorithm for
determining a maximum bit-rate allowed per user in case of moderate congestion level whereby said user’s minimum
bit-rate can be guaranteed.

[0061] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- determining if said condition is fulfilled by determining if an amount of data expected to be sent over said interface
becomes insufficient for transmission of guaranteed users’ minimum bit-rates.

[0062] In an embodiment, said method comprises a step of:

- determining if said condition is fulfilled by determining if said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate becomes higher
than a given threshold.

[0063] In another aspect, there is a provided a network node configured to carry out such Quality of Service differen-
tiation during congestion. Examples of such network nodes include RNC connected to Node B over lub-interface in
UMTS/HSDPA, Serving Gateway S-GW connected to eNode B over S1-interface in LTE/EPS, ...etc.
[0064] The detailed implementation of such configuration does not raise any special problem for a person skilled in
the art, and therefore does not need to be more fully disclosed than has been made above, for a person skilled in the art.
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[0065] A person of skill in the art would readily recognize that steps of various above-described methods can be
performed by programmed computers. Herein, some embodiments are also intended to cover program storage devices,
e.g., digital data storage media, which are machine or computer readable and encode machine-executable or computer-
executable programs of instructions, wherein said instructions perform some or all of the steps of said above-described
methods. The program storage devices may be, e.g., digital memories, magnetic storage media such as a magnetic
disks and magnetic tapes, hard drives, or optically readable digital data storage media. The embodiments are also
intended to cover computers programmed to perform said steps of the above-described methods.

Claims

1. A method for Quality of Service differentiation during congestion on an internal interface of a packet network, said
method comprising the steps of, at a node of said network multiplexing traffic of different users for transmission over
said interface while determining a bit-rate per user for said transmission over said interface:

- determining a user’s minimum bit-rate, per user or group of users,
- reducing said bit-rate per user, while guarantying either said user’s minimum bit-rate, or a portion of said user’s
minimum bit-rate, depending on congestion level.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein:

- said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate increases, respectively decreases, when said congestion level
decreases, respectively increases.

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, comprising a step of:

- determining said user’s minimum bit-rate, using at least one parameter identifying said user or said user’s
traffic, and a pre-defined association between said at least one parameter and said user’s minimum bit-rate.

4. A method according to claim 3, wherein:

- said at least one parameter includes at least one QoS parameter assigned for said user’s traffic.

5. A method according to claim 3 or 4, wherein:

- said at least one parameter corresponds to a combination of QoS parameters including Allocation Retention
Priority ARP, Traffic Handling Priority THP, Maximum Bit Rate MBR.

6. A method according to any of claims 1 to 5, comprising a step of:

- determining said user’s minimum bit-rate, by retrieving said user’s minimum bit-rate or information enabling
to derive said user’s minimum bit-rate, configured in said network node.

7. A method according to any of claims 1 to 6, comprising a step of:

- in case of moderate congestion level whereby said user’s minimum bit-rate can be guaranteed, determining
a maximum bit-rate allowed per user, by distributing, between said different users, a remaining available band-
width not used for transmission of guaranteed users’ minimum bit-rates.

8. A method according to any of claims 1 to 7, comprising a step of:

- in case of moderate congestion level whereby said minimum bit-rate per user can be guaranteed, implementing
an algorithm for determining a maximum bit-rate allowed per user as a function of congestion level, and deter-
mining a maximum bit-rate allowed per user as the highest of:

• said user’s minimum bit-rate,
• a maximum bit-rate determined by implementing said algorithm.
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9. A method according to claim 8, comprising a step of:

- said algorithm determining said maximum bit-rate allowed per user, according to user category e.g. top priority,
medium priority, or low priority user.

10. A method according to any of claims 1 to 9, comprising a step of:

- in case of hard congestion level whereby said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate can be guaranteed,
implementing an algorithm for determining said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate, as a function of congestion
level.

11. A method according to any of claims 1 to 10, comprising a step of:

- determining said congestion level by monitoring an amount of data buffered in a buffer, referred to as virtual
buffer, representing an amount of traffic buffered on said interface.

12. A method according to claim 11, comprising a step of:

- monitoring an amount of data buffered in said virtual buffer by comparing an amount of data received for
transmission over said interface, to an amount of data expected to be sent over said interface, said amount of
data expected to be sent being determined taking into account an available bandwidth for said transmission
over said interface as well as a target for said amount of data buffered in said virtual buffer.

13. A method according to claim 8 or 9, comprising a step of:

- while implementing said algorithm, determining if a condition is fulfilled for implementing, instead, an algorithm
for determining said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate in case of hard congestion level whereby said portion
of said user’s minimum bit-rate can be guaranteed.

14. A method according to claim 10, comprising a step of:

- while implementing said algorithm, determining if a condition is fulfilled for implementing, instead, an algorithm
for determining a maximum bit-rate allowed per user in case of moderate congestion level whereby said user’s
minimum bit-rate can be guaranteed.

15. A method according to claim 13, comprising a step of:

- determining if said condition is fulfilled by determining if an amount of data expected to be sent over said
interface becomes insufficient for transmission of guaranteed users’ minimum bit-rates.

16. A method according to claim 14, comprising a step of:

- determining if said condition is fulfilled by determining if said portion of said user’s minimum bit-rate becomes
higher than a given threshold.

17. A packet network node, such as Radio Network Controller RNC connected to Node B over lub-interface in
UMTS/HSDPA network or Serving Gateway S-GW connected to eNode B over S1-interface in LTE/EPS network,
said network node configured to perform QoS differentiation during congestion according to any of claims 1 to 16.
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